
 Large symbol cards for ice, 
water and steam

 The symbol cards for cold 
and heat from E16

 A bell and a recorder (or 
similar items)

 Choose an ‘area’ to 
represent each Kingdom 
and label it with the 
relevant large symbol card, 
for example: 

The Kingdom of Steam – a 
small ladder with the steam 

symbol attached to it; 

The Kingdom of Water – a 
large blue ribbon circle on the 

floor with the water symbol 
attached to it;

The Kingdom of Ice – a rug on 
the floor marked with the ice 

symbol

10–15 minutes

THE KINGDOMS OF ICE, WATER AND STEAM

Note: This session is best done with other family members too, if possible.

Explain to your child what each of your chosen areas represents – for example that the ladder is the Kingdom of 
Steam, the circle is the Kingdom of Water and the rug is the Kingdom of Ice. Point out the symbols attached to 
each of the three Kingdoms, and revise their meanings.

Remind your child of the actions that they use to show the three states of water (ice – shiver; liquid water – swim; 
steam – circle arms and hiss).

Tell them that, in the game, the sound of the bell represents heat (the sun), just like the heat symbol did before –
show them the heat symbol and ring the bell to demonstrate this. Then tell them that the sound of the recorder 
represents cold (Father Frost), just as the Father Frost symbol did before – show them the cold symbol and play 
the recorder to demonstrate this.

Use questions to remind your child of what they know about the transformation of the states of water – to make 
sure that they understand, for example, that the bell is the heat symbol meaning heating, so ice turns to water 
and water to steam; that the sound of the recorder is the cold symbol meaning cooling, so steam turns to water 
and water to ice.

To start the game, each player pretends to be an icicle – they sit on the rug in the Kingdom of Ice, wrap their 
arms around themselves and shiver. Then tell the story of ‘The Kingdoms of Ice, Water and Steam’ on the next 
page. They should act out the story by using actions to show each state of water as you tell the story, and by 
moving between the kingdoms as the water changes state.

Repeat this basic form of the game until your child is familiar with, and confident about, the sequence of 
transformations. Once they know the game well, you can introduce variants.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can use visual and auditory symbols to play ‘The Kingdoms of Ice, Water and Steam’ 
successfully.

To reinforce knowledge of three states of water – ice, water, steam
To know the part played by heat and cold in transforming these states 
To practise using symbols to represent heat, cold, ice, water and steam
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Variants:

1) Play the game faster and if you have more players, vary their starting points – ask some players to start in the Kingdom of Ice and some in the 
Kingdom of Water. When the bell sounds, the sun has come out and the water players transform to steam while the ice players transform to 
water. Use the bell to represent the sun and the recorder to represent Father Frost as before, with the players responding to the sounds 
appropriately. If the sun continues to shine, all players end up in the Kingdom of Steam; if Father Frost returns, all players eventually end up in the 
Kingdom of Ice.

2) Choose a player to be the sun and another to be Father Frost. Give the player who is the sun the symbol for heat to hold, and the player who is 
Father Frost the symbol for cold to hold. The remaining players all start the game as icicles in the Kingdom of Ice. Ring the bell. While it is ringing, 
the player who is the sun must try to touch as many ‘icicles’ as possible. They then ‘swim’ to the Kingdom of Water. When they are all 'water' in the 
Kingdom of Water, the sun can try to turn them all into 'steam’. Then play the recorder. The player who is Father Frost has to try to turn 'steam' 
into 'water' and 'water' into 'ice’. 

The Kingdoms of Ice, Water and Steam Story:

Once upon a time in the Kingdom of Ice there lived some icicles. They were very, very cold and very, very hard and were always sad – they dreamt of 
living in the Kingdoms of Water and Steam. But they could not melt. So they asked the sun to melt them. (Encourage the players to call out, 'Please 
sun, come out and melt us! Turn us into water!') The sun heard the icicles calling it to come and turn them into water and out it came, from behind a 
cloud. (Ring the bell.)

Now all the icicles turned into drops of water. (Prompt the players to perform the swimming action by doing it yourself, if necessary, and encourage 
them to run to the Kingdom of Water.) The sun shone and shone. It got hot, then very hot, until it was boiling. (Keep ringing the bell.)

The water turned into steam! (Prompt the players to perform the steam action by doing it yourself, if necessary, and encourage them to run to the 
Kingdom of Steam and climb the ladder.)

When Father Frost returned to his Kingdom, he looked for the little icicles. (Play the recorder.) But there were no icicles there. And he could not find 
them in the Kingdom of Water either. All his icicles had turned into steam! Father Frost was very sad. He wanted the icicles back in his Kingdom so he 
started freezing everything around him. (Play the recorder again.) What did the steam turn into when Father Frost started freezing everything again? 
Into drops of water! (Prompt the players to perform the swimming action and to run back to the Kingdom of Water.)

Father Frost did not stop. He carried on freezing everything around him (play the recorder again) until the drops of water turned into ice again! (If 
necessary, prompt the players to perform the ice action and sit down on the rug again.) That is how Father Frost reclaimed his icicles!

For a while the icicles enjoyed being cold and hard once more, but then they began to feel sad again. What could they do? Yes, they could call for the 
sun… (Continue repeating the sequence, or stop at your discretion.)

THE KINGDOMS OF ICE, WATER AND STEAM – continued 
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Cut out the symbol.
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Cut out the symbol.
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Cut out the symbol.
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